2020 NMHC PAC Receipts
As of August 31, 2020

NMHC PAC LEADERS
Individuals contributing $2,500 - $4,999

Kevin Finkel Providence Management Company $4,150
Hessam Nadji Marcus & Millichap (IPA) $4,000
Kyle Draeger CBRE $3,500
Gregory Bates GID $3,500
Paul Fingersh KC Venture Group/ NRES Management $3,500
Scott Koppelman AMLI Residential $3,000
Mitchell Kiffe CBRE $3,000
Dan Minahan Continental Properties Company $3,000
Tim Myers Allied Orion Group $2,500
Kevin O'Shea AvalonBay Communities $2,500
Steve Davis Avenue5 Residential $2,500
Pal Ottesen Avenue5 Residential $2,500
Dana Caudell The Bainbridge Companies $2,500
Seth Kalinsky The Bainbridge Companies $2,500
Kevin Keane The Bainbridge Companies $2,500
Chris Phillips The Bainbridge Companies $2,500
Kelley Bergstrom Bergstrom Investment Management $2,500
Laura Cathlina Berkadia $2,500
David Olney Berkshire Residential Investments $2,500
Christian Young Bridge Investment Group $2,500
Laurie Baker Camden Property Trust $2,500
Herbert Stewart Camden Property Trust $2,500
Marc Carter Carter Haston Holdings $2,500
Brian McAuliffe CBRE $2,500
Brett Finkelstein CF Real Estate Services $2,500
Danny Gabriel ColRich $2,500
Daniel Eller Eller Capital Partners $2,500
Barry Altshuler Equity Residential $2,500
Alec Brackenridge Equity Residential $2,500
Linda Bynoe Equity Residential $2,500
Connie Duckworth Equity Residential $2,500
Robert Garechana Equity Residential $2,500
Mary Kay Haben Equity Residential $2,500
Michael Manelis Equity Residential $2,500
John Neal Equity Residential $2,500
Stephen Sterrett Equity Residential $2,500
Joseph Clark FPA Multifamily $2,500
Nancy Dubonnet FPA Multifamily $2,500
Michael Earl FPA Multifamily $2,500
Daniel Kaplan FPA Multifamily $2,500
Michael Ortlip Grandbridge Real Estate Capital $2,500
Mary Ann King Moran & Company $2,500
Michael Schell NALS Apartment Homes $2,500
Susan Blumberg NorthMarq $2,500
Steven Astrove Taymil Partners $2,500
Peter Pappas Terwilliger Pappas Multifamily $2,500
Ronald Terwilliger Terwilliger Pappas Multifamily $2,500
Harry Alcock UDR $2,500
Jerry Davis UDR $2,500
Joseph Fisher UDR $2,500
Warren Troupe UDR $2,500
Bradley Keywell Uptake $2,500
Michael Darling Walker & Dunlop $2,500
Phil Lukowski Waterton $2,500
Jack O'Connor Weidner Apartment Homes $2,500